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Contact Bob Faust
bob@nickcaveart.com
312.972.6709
SoundSuitShop.com was created to share that art of Nick Cave to a wider audience than his exhibitions can possibly reach. In collaboration with partner Bob Faust, design is used as a vehicle of expression to bring the experience of Nick Cave’s artwork to objects, wearables, and paper goods that embody the mission “product that matters.” Quality, consideration and awareness of the sensory experience is the fundamental benchmark for every SoundSuitShop.com product.

About Nick Cave

As both artist and partner, Nick is the vision of all things “Soundsuit”. He is also the Chairman of the Fashion Department at The School of The Art Institute of Chicago and represented by Jack Shainman Gallery in New York. Nick is a trans-artist working between sculpture, installation, performance, video, designed object and fashion. His work is shown nationally and internationally and is very interested in using his work as a impetus for outreach in the community at large.

About Bob Faust

As partner and Design Director, both Bob and Nick design and develop everything SoundSuitShop. He is also the founder and creative director of Faust Associates, a design and branding firm in Chicago with clients such as the Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago, the Four Seasons Hotels, Playboy Enterprises and McDonald’s Corporation. He has been recognized as a design leader by many prestigious publications and organizations and has recently served as sponsorship chair for AIGA, the professional association for design, and is currently a member of the School of the Art Institute’s Fashion Committee.
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**Punching Bag**

Standing a full five-feet tall and donning a multi-colored human-hair Soundsuit on one side and a swirling sequined Soundsuit on the other is every kid's perfect sparring partner. Fill the lower cavity with sand or water and the upper cavity with air and you can battle until your heart's content or quietly enjoy your new inflatable Soundsuit as a sculptural object.

Dimensions: 20 x 20 x 60

Wholesale Price: $40  
Suggested Retail: $80
Yoga Mat

These super soft micro-fiber suede mats are backed in a natural rubber to give your toes a soft cushion and keep the mat itself from slipping. The pattern itself is made from a collection of ceramic birds that made their way into several different soundsuits.

Dimensions: 27 x 71.5

Wholesale Price: $90/each (Sold in boxes of 6 units for $480)
Suggested Retail $180
Waterbottle

Fully embellished and copper-lined waterbottle keeps your hydrated and inspired all day.

Dimensions: 25 OZ

Wholesale Price: $30/each
Suggested Retail $60
Surrational Viewmaster

Inside this adorned viewer are 15 surrational images that feature Soundsuits in both real and surreal environments. They give a sense of the artist’s inspiration while also allowing the viewer to enter a dreamworld as well. The surrational ViewMaster was originally produced as part of the Soundsuits Boxfolio.

Dimensions: 6.25 x 8.25

Wholesale Price: $12
Suggested Retail: $24
Soundsuits Boxfolio

Nick’s 2006 exhibitions were accompanied by this Boxfolio which, like the Soundsuit, is a collection of unexpected items that involves a hands-on experience. In this case, the enclosed objects are adorned materials of the mundane including a light wand, iron-on, magnet, playing cards, pin, customized ViewMaster, postcard book and, of course, an exhibition catalog and poster.

Dimensions: 9.5 x 13.25 x 2.25

Wholesale Price: $100
Suggested Retail $200
P017  Imagination Book

Since childhood, Nick Cave has always dreamt big, his imagination overflowing with color, form and line. In this imagination book, the color has been striped from his Soundsuits awaiting your own brave exploration and embellishment. This book contains over 30 pages of activities with full-color sticker-sheets to inspire you to dream bigger.

Dimensions: 11 x 15

Wholesale Price: $18/each
Suggested Retail $36
Nick Cave: Greetings From Detroit is a series of 12 oversized postcards shot on location throughout Metro Detroit. Each is tab bound and encased in a plastic jacket. The publication was produced in conjunction with the exhibition Nick Cave: Here Hear held at Cranbrook Art Museum, June 20–October 11, 2015, and the accompanying Detroit Performance Series.

Essay by Laura Mott, Photography by Corine Vermeulen, Design by Bob Faust, Faust Associates
Hardcover, 12 x 9 inches

Wholesale Price: $20/each (Sold in boxes of 10 units for $200)
Suggested Retail $40
Soundsuits (Rubberband Book)

This catalog was produced to accompany Nick’s exhibition at the Holter Museum and sold out within the first few weeks of the opening. It also happens to be the first product produced by the team of Cave and Faust. It is an experiment in how a catalog can be delivered and how it might change over time. Having four different covers, four unbound signatures of content and a parchment poster bound only by an externally strapped rubber band, we set up a question. After years of viewing and reassembling the content, how might the page order and relationships between images might change and influence the user’s experience?

Wholesale Price: $120 (Signed and Limited Quantities)
Suggested Retail $240
As Is

Published by and on the occasion of the culmination of a year-long residency for the Shreveport Regional Art Council. Nick Cave: As Is reflects the diversity of the project and community involved. It is a visual representation in form, color and experience delivered via a multi-sectioned program, each with its own format unique to its content. Additionally the reader is forced to rip the 1st cover open to access the book, removing any sense of preciousness or imposed facade.

Wholesale Price: $25/each
Suggested Retail $50
Spreadsheet

The publication for Nick Cave: Feat. by the same name is commonly referred to as the “spreadsheet,” both for materiality as well as its format. This 4’ x 6’ tapestry-like document features a detail of the exhibition’s lead image presented like a vintage circus poster on one side and a curatorial essay organized by themes found throughout Cave’s work by Katie Delmez. An additional 10 viewpoints from both past and current local collaborators bring more depth to each theme. And in keeping with Cave’s uncategorizable work, this “spreadsheet” comes with the open-ended direction to read on your lap, hang on your wall or sit on for a picnic.

Wholesale Price: $100
Suggested Retail $200
P014  Lenticular Notebook

This heavy-weight lenticular covered notebook features a 3-D image of a SoundSuit as a Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade balloon from Cave’s Surrational image series. With 100 blank interior pages, this notebook makes a statement and also makes an excellent gift.

Dimensions: 6.25 x 8.25

Wholesale Price: $12
F021-24, 030  
Magnets: Sequined, Raffia, Crocheted, Tin Toy and Horse

Featuring a images of various Soundsuits, these oversized magnets will enliven your refrigerator, locker, car or any other metal surface that can use a little attention.

Dimensions: approximately 5 x 9

Wholesale Price: $8/each
Suggested Retail $16
F031-24, 035 Vinyl Stickers: Bear, Bunny Boy, Butterfly, Raffia, Hair

Featuring images of various Soundsuits, these oversized stickers are perfect for a laptop, waterbottle, locker or skateboard.

Dimensions: approximately 4 x 5

Wholesale Price: $2/each
Suggested Retail: $4
Temporary Tattoos

Embellish your arms, legs, back or belly with this set of colorful tattoos that last only until your next scrubbing. Choose your favorite and place it just right, or create your own a half-sleeve from the set.

Dimensions: 5.5 x 9.5

Wholesale Price: $5
Suggested Retail: $10
F019  Large Patch

Embellish a bag, jacket, jeans or anything else you can dream up with our large golden $$$ embroidered patch. It comes with an iron-on backing, but we suggest a little hand work to ensure best adhesion.

Dimensions: 6 x 7 large
Wholesale Price: $10 large
Bandanas

On fleek bandanas feature $$$ patterns are created from recontextualized images of Nick Cave’s artworks.

Dimensions: 22” X 22”

Wholesale Price: $15/each  (Sold in packages of 10 units per pattern for $150)
Suggested Retail $30